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ABSTRACT
A typical trait of the fiscal system of the ancien régime was the
farming out of state revenue, most often represented by England
and France. This article contributes to the ongoing discussion on
the articulation of political economy and discourses on private
and public organization in the early modern period, using the
Swedish Riksdag as the focal point. Furthermore, it adds to
historical research on private organizations for the operation of
public services, and to a theoretical discussion on institutional
development in the early modern period. In this article the Swedish
General Customs Lease Company (Generaltullarren-desocieteten)
1723 –65 is used as an example, arguing that Sweden represents an
alternative model for the organization of revenue collection in
early modern Europe; demonstrating that the General Customs
Lease Company includes characteristics found both in England
and in France. The analysis focuses on the political level, using
parliamentary debates about the organization of the customs
service. Thus, the explanation pays close attention to arguments
wielded in favour, or against, farming out state revenue to private
individuals. The political debates show an increasing critique
against the large profits made by the shareholders in the Customs
Company, as well as condemnations against the Customs
Company for promoting self-interest at the expense of the
common good.
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Introduction

In a debate in the Swedish Diet (Riksdagen) in 1765, Fredrik Gyllensvan, one of the leading
nobles in the Riksdag, gave voice to a widely held sentiment about the leaseholders of the
Swedish customs service, the General Customs Lease Company (Generaltullarrendesocie-
teten). Gyllensvan declared that the quasi-private collectors of the customs fees, alike ‘none
of the subjects [in the country] must usurp the state’s money, which others then labor-
iously have to replace’.1 Gyllensvan articulated a critique that eventually led to the
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dissolution of the General Customs Lease Company, and the placing of the customs
service under government administration in 1766.

Gyllensvan’s quote depicts one of the typical traits of the fiscal system of the ancien
régime—the farming out of state revenue. The prime example being the royal revenue
farms in France, the so-called ‘General Farms’ (Ferme générale). Similar criticisms to
the one heard in Sweden were common also in France. On the eve of the French Revolu-
tion in April 1789, the inhabitants in the parish of Allainville-en-Beauce, in the Loiret
department of northern France, sent a petition of grievance (cahier de doléance) accom-
panying the elections to the Estates-General in Versailles. In the grievance, the General
Farmers (Fermiers généraux) were accused of abusing the confidence of the king, and
were described as ‘the bloodsuckers of the nation who drink from golden cups the tears
of the unfortunate’.2 The people of Allainville-en-Beauce, therefore, asked the Estates-
General to dissolve the General Farms.

Both the Swedish Customs Company and the French General Farms were ‘tax farms’. A
tax farm was regulated through a contract where a private agent, or tax farmer, agreed to
lease the right to collect a certain revenue, such as customs fees or taxes, in a restricted
area. In exchange for this right, the tax farmer paid a fixed yearly sum to the principal
—the government. During the eighteenth century, the tax farmers in France were orga-
nized through the Company of the General Farmers, and in Sweden the organizing
body was called the General Customs Lease Company.3

The purpose of this article is to analyse the debate about the introduction and dis-
solving of the General Customs Lease Company in Sweden, encompassing the period
1723–65. Consequently, the main focus will be on the political level, not on the organ-
ization of the company and the customs service itself. The arguments wielded in the
Riksdag will be surveyed and an explanation will be presented for the use of the
General Customs Lease Company in the organization of the Swedish customs service
in the eighteenth century.

Tax farming in early modern Europe

To the modern reader, the collection of state revenue would seem to be an essential gov-
ernment function. However, throughout Europe tax farming was common and widely
used from the late Middle Ages onwards. Besides France and Sweden, England, the
Dutch Republic and Prussia used tax farming; and outside Europe the system was
adapted to local conditions and deployed in the Ottoman Empire, the Middle East, Asia
and America.4

2‘Cahiers des remontrances, plaintes et doléances de tous les citoyens habitants de la paroisse d’Allainville en Beauce’, 27
April 1789, C. Bloch (ed.), Département du Loiret. Cahiers de doléances du bailliage d’Orléans pour les États généraux de
1789, 2 vols, vol. 1, Collection de documents inédits sur l’histoire économique de la Révolution Française (Orléans, 1906),
p. 615, ‘sont les sangsues de la Nation et boivent dans des coupes d’or les pleurs des malheureux’.

3On France see G.T. Matthews, The Royal General Farms in Eighteenth-Century France (New York, 1958); on Sweden see
K. Åmark, Sveriges statsfinanser 1719–1809 (Stockholm, 1961), pp. 487–510; See also M. Linnarsson, Problemet med
vinster. Riksdagsdebatter om privat och offentlig drift under 400 år (Lund, 2017), pp. 61–106.

4Several states and geographical areas are discussed in J. Ma, ‘New Public Management in the Early Modern Period. Lessons
from Tax Farming History’, Administrative Theory & Praxis 4, (2003), pp. 437–40; See also the discussion in L. Müller, ‘Econ-
omic Policy in Eighteenth-Century Sweden and Early Modern Entrepreneurial Behaviour. A Case of the Exchange Office’,
in F. de Goey and J.W. Veulwenkamp (eds), Entrepreneurs and Institutions in Europe and Asia, 1500–2000 (Amsterdam,
2002), pp. 131–2.
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The literature on fiscal policy in the early modern period has given a lot of attention to
the General Farms of France and the Company of the General Farmers. The General
Farms were the largest tax farms in Europe, and an important fiscal institution of the
French state, accounting as it was for over one third of the royal tax revenue.5 One of
the most important functions of the General Farms was to serve as creditor to the mon-
archy, since the French kings had an all-pervading shortage of money during the early
modern period.6 Because of this, the French system has been portrayed by historians
and scholars of social science as one of extremes, rooted as it was in medieval times
and hopelessly stuck with obsolete forms of fiscal governance. In some way it represented
a system where, to use Noel Johnsons words; ‘the bureaucrats were venal, and everybody
was corrupt’.7

The other part of the literature is dominated by England. The English kings used tax
farming extensively up until the seventeenth century, as the tax farmers operated as finan-
cial intermediaries, much like their French counterparts.8 However, when the French
kings continued to use tax farming to solve their economic policy during the eighteenth
century, tax farming was abandoned in England, beginning in 1641 when the Long Parlia-
ment expropriated the customs farms and their assets. The farmers were restored in con-
junction with the Restoration of the Stuart monarchy in 1660. Nevertheless, the direction
of development was irreversible, and tax farming was gradually abandoned in England
from 1670 and onwards.9 Compared to France, the English government chose represen-
tative institutions as a solution to the credibility problems of the crown. Following the
‘Glorious Revolution in 1688’, and the subsequent establishment of the Bank of
England in 1694, the raising of state revenue was firmly placed under government admin-
istration.10 Therefore, the English system, compared to the French, has been described by
scholars as both modern and efficient.

In France, the Fronde (1648–53), a somewhat failed constitutional revolution, started a
development in the opposite direction, compared to England. Instead of representative
institutions as a solution to fiscal policy, the French state came to rely on organizations
like the Company of General Farmers.11 Until the French Revolution, tax collection was
performed by this powerful organization, established in 1681 when the lease ‘Fauconnet’,
named after Jean Fauconnet—the frontman lending his name to the Company, rather than
being an investor—was signed.12 For the first time a single tax-farming organization

5For example, Matthews, The Royal General Farms; R. Bonney, ‘The State and its Revenues in Ancien-Régime France’, His-
torical Research 65, (1992), pp. 150–76; E.N. White, ‘From Privatized to Government-Administered Tax Collection. Tax
Farming in Eighteenth-Century France’, The Economic History Review 57, (2004), pp. 636–7.

6Matthews, The Royal General Farms; N.D. Johnson, ‘Banking on the King. The Evolution of the Royal Revenue Farms in Old
Regime France’, The Journal of Economic History 66, (2006), pp. 981–2.

7Johnson, ‘Banking on the King’, p. 963; F. Fukuyama, The Origins of Political Order. From Prehuman Times to the French
Revolution (London, 2011), pp. 353–4.

8R. Ashton, ‘Revenue Farming Under the Early Stuarts’, The Economic History Review 8, (1956), pp. 310–22; P.K. O’Brien and
P.A. Hunt, ‘England, 1485–1815’, in R. Bonney (ed.), The Rise of the Fiscal State in Europe c.1200–1815 (Oxford, 1999),
p. 70ff.

9M.J. Braddick, The Nerves of State. Taxation and the Financing of the English State, 1558–1714 (Manchester, 1996), pp. 106–
7; N.D. Johnson, ‘The Cost of Credibility. The Company of General Farms and Fiscal Stagnation in Eighteenth Century
France’, Essays in Economic & Business History 24, (2006), p. 24.

10D.C. North and B.R. Weingast, ‘Constitutions and Commitment. The Evolution of Institutions Governing Public Choice in
Seventeenth-Century England’, The Journal of Economic History 49, (1989), pp. 803–32; J. Brewer, The Sinews of Power.
War, Money and the English State, 1688–1783 (London, 1989).

11Johnson, ‘The Cost of Credibility’, pp. 24–5.
12G.B. McCollim, Louis XIV’s Assault on Privilege. Nicolas Desmaretz and the Tax on Wealth (Rochester, 2012), p. 17.
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controlled the major part of indirect taxation in France. The lease included a total of 137
different taxes from all around the country, and it monopolized the greater part of the
fiscal system in the hands of a few large financiers.13

The above discussion outlines two paths of development for the raising of state revenue
in early modern Europe: using either private companies or the state administration. The
use of tax farms, like the General Farms, stress the need for viable credit for the govern-
ment and, as Matthews underlined, runs the risk of tying the government to the private
leaseholders so that virtually all reforms of the fiscal system is halted.14 The use of state
administration, on the other hand, emphasizes the use of political power, levied
through representative assemblies and an efficient bureaucracy under the aegis of the
state. Various scholars have stressed these different paths, mainly examining the principle
question of why England and France differed when it came to tax collection.15 Other scho-
lars, like Pepijn Brandon, have analysed the broader question of how the state in the early
modern period was dependent on capitalist investors to fulfil state-like tasks. This includes
the large research of the financing of armies and navies.16

Tax farming in early modern Sweden

In Sweden tax farming and the leasing out of state revenue was used from the late 1500s. In
the beginning of the seventeenth century, the government farmed out tax collection, and
in the middle of the century the postal service was put on lease. Furthermore, the state
contracted out fishing and hunting grounds, as well as the right to extract natural
resources such as iron and copper.17 The production of potassium nitrate was also put
on lease during the 1700s.18 Hence, the development in Sweden in the early modern
period corresponds well to how tax farming was used in other states in Europe.

The seventeenth century saw a vigorously expanded state administration in Sweden,
both on a central and a local level.19 During this century, Sweden rose to prominence fol-
lowing the 1648 Peace of Westphalia and after military success in the Thirty Years War
(1618–48). In many respects, the early modern Swedish state developed into a military

13Matthews, The Royal General Farms, pp. 49–50.
14The example of D’Oremessons failed reforms in 1783 is the most famous. See Matthews, The Royal General Farms,
pp. 260–261.

15P.K. O’Brien, ‘The Political Economy of British Taxation, 1660–1815’, The Economic History Review 41, (1988), pp. 1–32;
E. Kiser and J. Kane, ‘Revolution and State Structure: The Bureaucratization of Tax Administration in Early Modern
England and France’, American Journal of Sociology 107, (2001), pp. 183–223; N.D. Johnson and M. Koyama, ‘Tax
Farming and the Origins of State Capacity in England and France’, Explorations in Economic History 51, (2014), pp. 1–20.

16P. Brandon, War, Capital, and the Dutch State (1588–1795) (Leiden, 2015), pp. 310–22; On military entrepreneurs see
D. Parrott, The Business of War: Military Enterprise and Military Revolution in Early Modern Europe (Cambridge, 2012);
F. Redlich, The German Military Enterpriser and His Work Force: A Study in European Economic and Social History, 2 vols
(Wiesbaden, 1964).

17M. Hallenberg, ‘Peasants and Tax-Farmers in Seventeenth-Century Sweden: Local Conflict and Institutional Change’, in
W. Blockmans, A. Holenstein, and J. Mathieu (eds), Empowering Interactions: Political Cultures and the Emergence of the
State in Europe, 1300–1900 (Aldershot, 2009), pp. 253–66; M. Linnarsson, ‘Postal Service on a Lease Contract: The Priva-
tization and Outsourcing of the Swedish Postal Service, 1662–1668’, Scandinavian Journal of History 37, (2012), pp. 296–
316.

18T. Kaiserfeld, ‘Saltpetre at the Intersection of Military and Agricultural Interests in Eighteenth-Century Sweden’, in B.J.
Buchanan (ed.), Gunpowder, Explosives and the State. A Technological History (Aldershot, 2006), pp. 142–57.

19For example, S.A. Nilsson, De stora krigens tid. Om Sverige som militärstat och bondesamhälle, Studia historica Upsaliensia
(Uppsala, 1990); B. Asker, I konungens stad och ställe. Länsstyrelser i arbete 1635–1735 (Uppsala, 2004); M. Hallenberg,
J. Holm, and D. Johansson, ‘Organization, Legitimation, Participation. State Formation as a Dynamic Process – the
Swedish Example, c. 1523–1680’, Scandinavian Journal of History 33, (2008), pp. 247–68.
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state, or perhaps more correctly, a fiscal-military state.20 The expansion of the central
administration into a proto-modern bureaucracy was one of the prerequisites for
Sweden’s rise to the rank of a great power in the first half of the seventeenth century.21

Charles Tilly has even called Sweden an exception in Europe, since the government did
not have to rely on indirect control methods. Rather, Tilly says, ‘[o]n a national scale,
in fact, no European state (except, perhaps, Sweden) made a serious attempt to institute
direct rule from top to bottom until the era of the French Revolution’.22

Sweden’s Age of Greatness (Stormaktstiden) 1611–1718 and the era of Carolinian abso-
lutism (1680–1718) ended with the death of King Charles XII in Norway in 1718. The pol-
itical and institutional changes that followed the death of the childless king resulted in
what in Swedish historiography has been called the Age of Liberty (Frihetstiden) 1721–
72. In this period, Riksdagen became a political key-actor; consisting as it did of four
estates: the nobility, the clergy, the burghers and the peasants. The Riksdag seized
power from the state council (Riksrådet) and the king, and in the following decades a
sort of proto-parliamentary rule marked Swedish political life.23 It was during the Age
of Liberty that the General Customs Lease Company was established in 1726. The lease
of the customs prevailed until 1765 when it was replaced by a state administered
organization.

According to this description of Sweden, it would appear that the Swedish General
Customs Lease Company does not fit the existing literature and the two paths of develop-
ment, as described above. The Swedish case appears to have many deviations, compared to
English and French developments.

Firstly, the Swedish state was marked by a well-functioning top-down system for gov-
ernance. Previous scholars have emphasized how efficient the Swedish state apparatus was
at extracting resources from its subjects and its territory.24 According to Jan Glete, this was
due to an advantage over most other countries in resource mobilization and political inter-
est aggregation.25 Hence, following Glete, Tilly and others, the Swedish central bureauc-
racy had strong control over the population, and the taxable assets possible for the state
to exploit. According to such an interpretation, the use of tax farming seems misplaced.

Secondly, the General Customs Lease Company was introduced in the midst of the
most distinct period of parliamentary rule in Swedish history before the democratic break-
through. Why was this the case? Following Noel Johnson and others, the constitutional
reforms and the widening of power during the Age of Liberty, from a small group of
royal councillors to the Riksdag, should have favoured a state operated system of admin-
istration. According to the interpretation presented above, the Riksdag would have sought

20J. Glete, War and the State in Early Modern Europe. Spain, the Dutch Republic and Sweden as Fiscal-Military States, 1500–
1600 (London, 2002).

21T. Ertman, Birth of the Leviathan. Building States and Regimes in Medieval and Early Modern Europe (Cambridge, 1997),
p. 314.

22C. Tilly, Coercion, Capital, and European States, AD 990–1992 (Oxford, 1992), p. 25.
23M. Roberts, The Age of Liberty. Sweden 1719–1772 (Cambridge, 1986); M.F. Metcalf, ‘Parliamentary Sovereignty and Royal
Reaction, 1719–1809’, in Herman Schück and Michael F. Metcalf (eds), The Riksdag. A History of the Swedish Parliament
(New York, 1987).

24J. Lindegren, ‘The Swedish “Military State”, 1560–1720’, Scandinavian Journal of History 10, (1985), pp. 305–36; N.E. Vill-
strand, Anpassning eller protest. Lokalsamhället inför utskrivningarna av fotfolk till den svenska krigsmakten 1620–1679
(Åbo, 1992); H. Gustafsson, ‘The Conglomerate State: A Perspective on State Formation in Early Modern Europe’, Scandi-
navian Journal of History 23, (1998), pp. 189–213.

25Glete, War and the State in Early Modern Europe, pp. 210–212.
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to place the customs revenue in the coffers of the crown—not in the hands of private
entrepreneurs.

Drawing on these questions, this article will examine the introduction and dissolving of
the General Customs Lease Company in Sweden. As stated above, the focal point will be
the political debates, and the arguments used in the Riksdag. Hence, this article contributes
to research about the ongoing discussion on the articulation of political economy and dis-
courses on private and public organization in the early modern period. In this field of
research, cooperation between private actors and the state has been noted,26 perhaps
mostly in connection with the widespread practice of borrowing money against the
state’s future tax revenue, primarily with regard to finance war and preparations for
war. As Michael Sonenscher has shown, in eighteenth century France a growing
concern about public debt, and private gain at the expense of the crown, led to an extensive
discussion.27 The following analysis of the political debate about one of the largest sources
of income—the customs revenue—will contribute to a fuller understanding of the organ-
ization of the early modern state and its operations, as well as to our perception of eight-
eenth century political debates in the Riksdag.

The article is structured as follows: firstly, the political debates in the Riksdag will be
studied, analysing the pros and cons in regard to the Customs Company. Debates will
be used in conjunction with the establishment of the Company in 1723–26, as well as
its dissolution in 1765–66. The analysis will make it possible to interpret the reasons
for the state to use a revenue farm for the organization of the customs service in 1726,
as well as reasons for disbanding the model in 1765. The source material comprises the
minutes and documents, such as government bills and committee reports from the
Riksdag. Secondly, the arguments employed in the debates will be compared to the histori-
cal context of the General Customs Lease Company, and to previous research about the
company. Lastly, a simple comparison will be made, based on literature, between the
Swedish company and the General Farms in France.

The creation of the General Customs Lease Company

The organization of the Swedish customs service was a contested matter during the early
modern period. From the beginning of the seventeenth century, the management of the
customs oscillated between leases to private entrepreneurs and government adminis-
tration. For the state, leases were a practical solution in a system where the customs
fees were paid mostly in kind. In the 1600s, therefore, smaller parts of the customs organ-
ization were farmed out to various private entrepreneurs as an answer to the problem of
capitalizing and disposing of the goods that were used to pay for the customs fees.28 In the
beginning of the 1700s, the customs were farmed out during the Great Northern War
(1700–21) in an attempt to increase the revenue of the crown. In 1718, the director of
the customs service, Johan Ehrenpreus, signed a lease for the entire customs organization.
The deal was worth plenty of money for Ehrenpreus, and thereby caused jealousy from

26P.B. Cheney, Revolutionary Commerce: Globalization and the French Monarchy (Cambridge, 2010); S.A. Reinert and P. Røge
(eds), The Political Economy of Empire in the Early Modern World (Houndmills, 2013).

27M. Sonenscher, Before the Deluge: Public Debt, Inequality, and the Intellectual Origins of the French Revolution (Princeton,
2007).

28W. Smith, Studier i svensk tulladministration. Från äldsta tid till omkring 1718 (Stockholm, 1950), pp. 71–3.
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parts of the state administration, subsequently leading to the reinstatement of the customs
under government control in 1719.29

Following the death of Charles XII on 30 November 1718, an extensive debate unfolded
in Sweden, addressing questions on how the state should be organized—the major result
being the new form of government and the solution of the succession to the throne. In
brief, the changes were a reaction against the polity of the Carolinian absolutism.30

Plenty of these discussions took part in the Riksdag and the customs service was one of
the branches put under scrutiny. When the Riksdag was gathered in Stockholm in 1723
a proposal to farm out the customs service was presented to the estates, suggesting that
the post-war deficit in the coffers of the crown would improve if the customs service
was put under a lease and the management were entrusted to private entrepreneurs.31

The estates sent the proposal for preparation to a joint deputation, the so-called
customs deputation (tulldeputationen). The parliamentarians of the deputation were
given instructions to make a careful inquiry into the future organization of the
customs. In June 1723, they delivered their final report—weighing the pros and cons
about an eventual reorganization of the customs service.32

The arguments presented in favour of a customs lease included scepticism against the
state administration. According to the deputation, it was highly questionable if state
employed customs officers would be able to counteract the widespread fraud and scams
that prevailed in conjunction with the customs clearance. The abuse of the customs
fees, and the neglect to pay them whatsoever, was one of the major problems for the organ-
ization of the customs in the 1700s. Therefore, it was better to farm out the management to
a private entrepreneur, so that ‘the public can a certain income from a lease of the customs
obtain’, as concluded by the deputation.33

Another argument for a private lease was that revenue from the customs service was
highly unpredictable. If the customs were farmed out, the crown would receive a fixed
sum each year, hence making it possible to more accurately calculate the incomes to
the crown. In relation to this, the deputation claimed that the entrepreneurs would be
more meticulous in their work to counteract frauds and abuse; thus, private management
would lead to an increase in the revenue. The main reason for this argument, according to
the deputation, was that the entrepreneurs would be motivated by the possibility of
making a profit. The deputation argued that ‘a reasonable profit for the leaseholder,
would induce more attention and carefulness on public interests, than all previous regu-
lations had [made by the government]’.34 The deputation consequently asserted that
private management would be more efficient than a state administered management.

29Smith, Studier i svensk tulladministration, pp. 158–9; Åmark, Sveriges statsfinanser, p. 488.
30L. Thanner, Revolutionen i Sverige efter Karl XII:s död. Den inrepolitiska maktkampen under tidigare delen av Ulrika Eleonora
d.y:s regering (Uppsala, 1953), pp. 33–52; P. Ericsson, Stora nordiska kriget förklarat. Karl XII och det ideologiska tilltalet
(Uppsala, 2002), p. 276.

31Åmark, Sveriges statsfinanser, p. 489.
32Report from the Customs deputation, 11 June 1723, Borgarståndets riksdagsprotokoll från frihetstidens början, 12 vols
1719–1762, vol. 2, 1723 [henceforth BRP] (Stockholm, 1951), pp. 571–7.

33Report from the Customs deputation, 11 June 1723, BRP vol. 2, p. 574, ‘publicum […] en viss och säker inkomst af nöden,
som uthan arrende af tullarne, så säkert som wederbör, intet skall kunna erhållas’.

34Report from the Customs deputation, 11 June 1723, BRP vol. 2, p. 573, ‘skiählig och tillåtelig winst för arrendatorerne skall
förorsaka mera uppmärksamhet, flijt och waksamhet på publici intresse än alla förordningar och anstalter, som giorde
äro.’
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Amongst the arguments in favour of a state administered customs service was also the
matter of the unpredictable revenue. According to the deputation, it was possible, even
plausible, that the total customs fees would increase in the coming years. The main
reason for this was that international trade was expected to increase now that the war
was over. Therefore, the customs ought to stay under government administration, since
‘the crown would make more money on the customs then the leaseholders are able to
offer for the contract’.35

Another argument against private management was the personal character of the pre-
sumptive leaseholders. The deputation was worried that the entrepreneurs would be more
concerned about increasing their profit then taking care of public interest.36 The argument
above about how positive private entrepreneurs and self-interest would be is now dis-
cussed; in this case, the deputation described the interest of the entrepreneurs as some-
thing negative. To strengthen this line of reasoning, the deputation demanded
transparency in the private management. They stated that if the customs were farmed
out, then ‘for the Kingdom, absolutely necessary knowledge about the balance of incoming
and outgoing goods will disappear and be made invisible’.37 If the customs service were
entrusted to private leaseholders, the state administration would be cut off from any
accounting of the customs service. Implicitly, the deputation was concerned about the
possibility for large profits made available for the leaseholders, without any opportunity
for the government to interfere.

In their review of the pros and cons for a customs lease, the deputation concluded by
discussing the danger that the kingdom’s subjects would be tormented under a private
regime. According to this argument, a private leaseholder would only result in ‘vexations
and complaints from the subjects in the cities and parts of the country that are not
involved in the lease, and lead to their ruin and destruction’.38 Private management is
here described as something dreadful for the inhabitants of the country. The use of
words like vexations and ruin originate from an older perception of private entrepreneurs.
One example is the Swedish tax-famers of the early seventeenth century, often described as
harassers of the taxpaying peasantry.39 The wording was also used to describe the rigid and
forceful private entrepreneurs in the customs service during the 1600s.40

The risk of hard-lined private customs officials emphasizes the issue of legitimacy for
the customs administration. Since the contract for customs leases in the 1600s was signed
with individuals, the contractor rested solely on his personal honour and reputation to
enforce his obligations. Those leasing the revenue of the crown could not obviously
refer to the common good, or the interest of the kingdom when they performed their
duties. In that case, the alternative would be violence, or threats of violence. In its

35Report from the Customs deputation, 11 June 1723, BRP vol. 2, p. 574, ‘Cronan under betiening kunna få så stor behållen
tullinkomst, som arrendatorerna biuda, om icke mera’.

36Report from the Customs deputation, 11 June 1723, BRP vol. 2, p. 575.
37Report from the Customs deputation, 11 June 1723, BRP vol. 2, p. 575, ‘den för Rijket eij allenast nödiga, uthan och högst
angelägne kundskapen angående balancen om inkommande och deremot utgående wahror förswinner och undandölgt
blifwer’.

38Report from the Customs deputation, 11 June 1723, BRP vol. 2, s. 575, ‘at arrendet eij kan hafwa andra effterföllgder än
undersåtarnes vexationer och tribulationer, och conseqventer involvera landetz och de städers, hwilka uti arrendet eij
kunna eller willja intressera, ruin och undergång’.

39M. Hallenberg, Statsmakt till salu. Arrendesystemet och privatiseringen av skatteuppbörden i det svenska riket 1618–1635
(Lund, 2008), pp. 169–74.

40Smith, Studier i svensk tulladministration, p. 73.
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report, the deputation raised concern for this coercive method when it came to the organ-
ization of the customs service. If the customs were to be farmed out to private entrepre-
neurs, this risk was apparent, according to the deputation.

After the survey of the various reasons for and against a new customs lease, the deputa-
tion summarized its arguments. Its conclusion was that the customs service was best
served if it stayed under government administration and the deputation suggested that
the customs should remain in the hands of the state, at least until the next Riksdag in
1726. According to the deputation, ‘the reasons for government administration are best,
and most useful and safe, for the public and the common good’.41

The main lines of argument presented by the customs deputation can be placed into
two categories. The first concerns the financial position of the Swedish state, and the depu-
tation favoured private management when discussing the eventual profit the state would
gain on a lease. The reason was that the customs clearance was expected to be much more
efficient if organized by private entrepreneurs. This reflects the important role that finan-
cial matters had in the re-organization of the Swedish state in the early 1700s. The critical
situation of the economy, following the peace in Nystad in 1721, led to a focus on all poss-
ible ways to increase revenue to the crown.42 Here, the counterargument to private man-
agement was that since the revenue was expected to increase over the years; a lease would
mean that the state was likely to miss this increased income, thus it would be better for the
state to manage the customs.

The second category of arguments is the description of the government officials as loyal
and faithful, while the officials of the private entrepreneurs were described as greedy and
violent. This connects to the character of the customs officials, and following the deputa-
tion, this character would be better if the crown employed the officials. A counterargument
was the expectation that the private officials should be more efficient, due to the possibility
of profit, when at the same time, the state officials were depicted as bureaucratic and
inefficient.

In the debate that followed upon the report from the deputation, the estates deliberated
on how the customs ought to be organized. Amongst the estates represented in the
Swedish Riksdag, the nobility and the burghers were those debating the organization of
the customs at length. The estates accepted the proposal from the customs deputation
and decided that the Swedish customs service was to remain under government adminis-
tration. However, the decision by the Riksdag only concerned the management of the
customs. The problems regarding fraud and abuse were not addressed, and these questions
were handed over to the state administration and the bureaucrats in the central govern-
ment agencies.

In the bureaucracy, some of the leading figures—such as the president of the Board for
Public Lands and Funds (Kammarkollegiet), Otto Reinhold Strömfelt, who was also a
parliamentarian— had a different opinion about the organization of the customs service
compared to the Riksdag. After all, the initial proposal to privatize the customs in 1723
came from the administration and the ‘state commission’ (Statskommissionen). This
budget preparatory division of the administration still looked for ways to increase the

41Report from the Customs deputation, 11 June 1723, BRP vol. 2, pp. 575–6, ‘desse för betieningen här anförde skiählen äre
de bäste, till sine omständigheter krafftigaste samt för publico eller det gemensamma Rijksens bästa nyttigaste och
säkraste’.

42P. Karonen, ‘Coping with Peace after a Debacle’, Scandinavian Journal of History 33, (2008), pp. 203–25.
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revenue to the crown—and a privatization of the customs service was still an alternative. In
1725 the commission once again argued for a new lease for the customs, this time the com-
mission considered the arguments presented by the Riksdag in 1723 to be obsolete.
According to the commission, the crown would benefit greatly if the customs were
farmed out. The potential risk that private entrepreneurs should enrich themselves at
the expense of the public was dismissed.43

In this situation, the government decided to oblige the central state agencies to inves-
tigate a possible lease of the customs service, and give a report of the best organizational
form of the customs. This was duly done, and in December 1725 the agencies presented a
proposal for a ‘general customs lease’ (generaltullarrende).44 According to the agencies, the
state management of the customs service was dysfunctional. The abuse and the frauds pre-
vailed in the customs clearance, consequently, rendering less revenue to the crown. The
reason, according to the agencies, was the organizational form. The agencies blamed
the present management for the alleged inefficiency. The need for a more effective
customs service was eminent, and the solution was to establish a quasi-private organiz-
ation consisting of private entrepreneurs.

As a result, the General Customs Lease Company (Generaltullarrendesocieteten) was
established in 1726. The Riksdag, for obvious reasons however, objected to the lease in
1726, proclaiming that the decision in 1723 was to keep the customs under government
administration. However, the parliamentarians were faced with a fait accompli, and
they had to accept the new organization. The General Customs Lease Company, therefore,
started its operation in 1726 and it continued until 1765.

The company included the entire customs organization in Sweden and the lease fee was
set to ten barrels of gold per year. The sum was distributed among 5,000 tickets, issued as
shares in the company.45 This organizational model for the Swedish customs prevailed in
the following centuries, only slightly changing when the lease was renewed at various
times. During the 1730s and the 1740s opposition to the General Customs Lease
Company was limited, but after the 1750s it grew in strength. The culmination came at
the Riksdag in 1765 when the General Customs Lease Company eventually was dissolved
and replaced by a customs organization within the state administration.

The dissolving of the General Customs Lease Company

The Riksdag that convened in Stockholm 1765–66 became most dramatic. The key event
was the change of power between the two ruling political parties, known by their nick-
names ‘hats’ and ‘caps’. To some extent these political fractions corresponded to group
and class interests in the Riksdag. The hats represented a protectionist economic position
and an aggressive foreign policy, especially against Russia, while the caps predominantly
advocated a restrained foreign policy and a liberal economic agenda.46 The new majority
in 1765, led by the caps, proclaimed a new economic policy, formulated in opposition to

43Åmark, Sveriges statsfinanser, p. 489.
44Report on the organization of the customs service, 22 December 1725, Kollegiers m fl, landshövdingars, hovrätters och
konsistoriers skrivelser till Kungl. Maj:t, Svea hovrätts och en eller flera kollegiers skrivelser, vol. 34b, Swedish National
Archives in Stockholm [henceforth RA].

45Åmark, Sveriges statsfinanser, pp. 490–91.
46For a description of the struggle of power between the parties, see M.F. Metcalf, ‘Structuring parliamentary politics: Party
organization in eighteenth-century Sweden’, Parliaments, Estates and Representation 1:1, (1981), pp. 35–49.
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the worsening financial conditions of the crown. These were chiefly a consequence of the
wars between Sweden and Russia, in 1741 and 1757, but it also reflected a criticism against
what was perceived as an uneven distribution of the resources of the realm.47 Since the end
of the Great Northern War, parts of society—notably burghers involved in state adminis-
tration—had been able to enrich themselves on behalf of others by gaining control over
state money, with the General Customs Lease Company being an example.

Consequently, a general trait of this new policy was fierce opposition to all kinds of
commissions, societies and groups of individuals, which in one way or another, were in
charge of public funds.48 Here it should be noted that the General Customs Lease
Company was not unique as a state–private partnership during the eighteenth century.
Other examples are the Exchange Office (Växelkontoret) and the Salt Bureau (Saltkon-
toret).49 The pervious business policy was criticized for placing self-interest before the
common good.50 The critique included the General Customs Lease Company, which
was forcefully condemned at the Riksdag.

As before, a customs deputation was appointed to make an inquiry about the future
organization of the customs service. The deputation was to primarily consider two
points. First, the alleged damage that the war in the 1750s had done to the Customs
Company; secondly it was to consider an extension of the contract with the company
after the end of the present one in 1765. In both these cases, the previous Riksdag in
1762 had granted the company compensation for the war damage, and it decided on an
extension of the contract up until 1770. When the deputation delivered its report in Sep-
tember 1765 it fiercely criticized the decision in 1762 and the business of the General
Customs Lease Company, arguing for the dissolution of the contract and in favour of a
state governed customs administration.

The customs deputation claimed that the General Customs Lease Company had
enriched itself at the expense of the common good. The representatives of the company
were accused of stealing money, which rightly belonged to the people of Sweden. Above
all, this had to do with the compensation granted by the Riksdag in 1762. Therefore,
the company’s profits and the compensation became the main line of argument presented
by the opponents to the Customs Company when the estates debated the report.

Amongst the critics of the General Customs Lease Company was the earlier mentioned
Fredrik Gyllensvan. He argued that the company had been granted a far too large compen-
sation for the alleged war damage, and that the proposed extension of the contract was
incorrect. Gyllensvan claimed that the large profit by the Customs Company had to be
paid for by the Swedish subjects, therefore damaging the common good and the wellbeing
of the inhabitants. Consequently, according to Gyllensvan, the contract with the General
Customs Lease Company should end.51

47M. Melkersson, Staten, ordningen och friheten: en studie av den styrande elitens syn på statens roll mellan stormaktstiden
och 1800-talet (Uppsala, 1997), pp. 172–3.

48F. Lagerroth, Frihetstidens författning. En studie i den svenska konstitutionalismens historia (Stockholm, 1915), pp. 569, 585;
P.E. Brolin, Hattar och mössor i borgarståndet 1760–1766 (Uppsala, 1953), pp. 337–44.

49S. Carlén, ‘Saltkontoret 1750–1762: en berättelse om privata intressen i statens tjänst’, Historisk tidskrift 114, (1994),
pp. 389–422; Müller, ‘Economic Policy in Eighteenth-Century Sweden’; P. Winton, Frihetstidens politiska praktik:
Nätverk och offentlighet 1746–1766 (Uppsala, 2006), pp. 256–63.

50L. Runefelt, Dygden som välståndets grund. Dygd, nytta och egennytta i frihetstidens ekonomiska tänkande (Stockholm,
2005), pp. 167–8.

51Minutes from the nobility, 21 September 1765, SRAP, 474.
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Gyllensvan’s position secured a majority of the representatives in the nobility. Count
Claes Cederström argued in line with Gyllensvan, when he accused the previous
Riksdag of having made the wrong decision. According to him, the General Customs
Lease Company had drawn benefits at the expense of the public. Hence, the contract
should end and the customs be placed under state control.52

However, there were members of the nobility who defended the General Customs Lease
Company, and argued for a continuation of the lease contract. Their argument was that
the company had indeed made profits, but in which case, the customs organization was
in a better shape now, than it had been when it was governed by the state administration
in the early 1700s. Johan Gyllensvärd, politician and civil servant in the Forest Agency
( jägeristaten), reminded the estate that the government officials in the 1720s had been
‘unfaithful customs officers [who had] stolen’ and that the ‘crown had suffered so much
that the best solution was to place it [the customs] on a lease’.53 According to Gyllenvs-
värd, a government administration of the customs was not an obvious solution, and a
new lease would indeed be possible.

When the clergy debated the report from the customs deputation the majority agreed to
the report’s conclusion. Anders Forssenius, one of the leaders in the estate and later bishop
of Skara in western Sweden, argued that the current contract with the General Customs
Lease Company favoured the self-interest amongst the participants in the company—at
the expense of the state. According to Forssenius the contract should be abolished since
the policy of the Riksdag was to ‘eliminate and abolish all selfish organizations contrary
to the state’.54

This point of view echoed the political orientation of the Riksdag in 1765. The trend was
that the state took over several activities previously outsourced or given to individuals.
Behind the policy was, among other things, the negative impact that the self-interest
was thought to have on society at large. In Forssenius’s speech, trust in the common
good, was coupled to the organizational form. Confidence in the customs service could
not be maintained, according to Forrsenius, unless it was the state administration that
operated it.

Similar criticism against the Customs Company was heard from the priest Anders Chy-
denius, later a well-known economist and political thinker in Sweden. Chydenius argued
that the General Customs Lease Company had caused corruption in the kingdom. This
was a clear condemnation of the prevailing policy, which meant that the participants in
the company had enriched themselves at the expense of the people. According to Chyde-
nius, the contract with the company was likely to weaken the overall support for paying
taxes, and reduce the willingness of the subjects to pay their debts. Therefore, the contract
with the Customs Lease Company should be abolished.55

The debate amongst the burghers was more intense than in the nobility and in the
clergy. The burghers, especially the merchants and traders, were the ones most affected
by the organization of the customs. The mayor of the town of Kungsbacka on the west

52Minutes from the nobility, 21 September 1765, SRAP, 472.
53Minutes from the nobility, 21 September 1765, SRAP, 478, ‘otrogne upbördsmän, […] stulit och rymt’, ‘lidit så dervid, att
[…] nyttigast funnits att sätta den åter under arende’.

54Minutes from the nobility, 21 September 1765, SRAP, 433–434, ‘att uplösa och förstöra alla egennyttiga anläggningar
emot rikets rätt’.

55Minutes from the clergy, 21 September 1765, Ständernas plena och kanslier, prästeståndet, protokoll vid riksdagar, lant-
dagar och möten, riksdagen 1765–66, vol. R0700, RA, pp. 435–436.
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coast of southern Sweden, Carl Gustaf Halling, spoke against the Customs Company, and
argued for an abolition of the contract. According to Halling, ‘the advantage and interest
of the Crown, depends on her getting the Customs back’.56 Halling accused the partici-
pants in the company of enriching themselves. More specifically, he criticized their per-
sonal character, not the organizational form per se. This left a door open for the
possibility of a new customs lease, since other participants would operate a new lease.
However, Halling was a strong proponent for a customs service controlled by the govern-
ment administration. He hoped that the crown would get back some of the money, lost to
the company, if the present contact were abolished.57

Other parliamentarians in the burgher estate spoke in favour of the General Customs
Lease Company. The mayor in Västervik on the east coast of Sweden, Johan Hanquist,
wanted to preserve the Customs Company and he claimed that the Riksdag should not
abolish the current contract, and the extension granted in 1762. He argued that the
decision in 1762 was taken in accordance with both the contract and the current
customs regulations. Olof Malmstein in Säter supported Hanquist’s view, but he also cri-
ticized the individuals involved in the company and their desire to enrich themselves—a
point made by Hanquist as well.58

The latter is interesting since Carl Gustaf Halling, who argued for an end to the con-
tract, also criticized the character of the involved individuals. Consequently, both advo-
cates and opponents to a private Customs Company wielded critic against those
unfaithful and corrupt men, said to participate in the company. For the opponents, this
was a reason to end the contract, for the advocates it was a reason to reorganize the
private company, and place new people in its management.

The result of the Riksdag 1765–66 was that the contract with the General Customs
Lease Company ended in December 1765 and it was not renewed. In fact, the question
was already settled after the debate in September 1765. Later that year, the customs depu-
tation returned with a proposal on how the customs service would be arranged using gov-
ernment control—under the direction of a management board. In its report, the
deputation stated that the customs revenue onwards should benefit the crown and
nobody else.59

At the Riksdag in 1765–66, the lines of argument about the General Customs Lease
Company were clear-cut. Those who wanted to cancel the contract argued that those
involved in the company enriched themselves at the expense of the public, and conse-
quently they gained huge profits from the customs service. Following the prevailing pol-
itical situation, the opponents to the lease contract secured the support of most of the
parliamentarians. Among the minorities who spoke for a continued Customs Lease
Company, the argument primarily was that it was important that the crown held its agree-
ments. The decision taken at the previous Riksdag should therefore be accepted; otherwise
the credibility of the crown could be hurt.

56Minutes from the burghers, 21 September 1765, Ständernas plena och kanslier, borgarståndet, huvudarkivet, riksdagen
1765–1766, protokoll i renovation, vol. R1367, RA, p. 1127, ‘Cronans fördel och interesse bero deruppå, att hon får tullen
tillbaka’.

57Minutes from the burghers, 21 September 1765, vol. R1367, RA, p. 1129.
58Minutes from the burghers, 21 September 1765, vol. R1367, RA, pp. 1130–34.
59Report from the Customs deputation, 24 October 1765, Ständernas plena och kanslier, borgarståndet, huvudarkivet, riks-
dagen 1765–66, riksdagshandlingar, vol. R1382, RA, opag., p. [36].
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The main criticism, therefore, centred on the large private profits, an argument that
dominated in all four estates.60 This confirms previous research on the organization of
public services, from the early modern period and onwards. Throughout history, the pre-
dominant argument against private management has been where the profits went. Those
opposing private entrepreneurs have long accused them of trying to get rich quick at the
taxpayer’s expense.61 In the case of the Customs Company, it is also interesting to see how
those who defended the lease actually cared about the credibility and reputation of the
Riksdag. The private company was not defended in itself, which indicates that the
General Customs Lease Company in 1765 had lost almost all the support the organization
previously had.

Sweden—a deviant case

The establishment of the General Customs Lease Company in 1726 became a long-lasting
solution for the organization of the Swedish customs service. This private organization admi-
nistered the customs for a period of 40 years until the Riksdag ended the contract in 1765. As
been shown above, the alternative to farm out the customs was debated at length at the
Riksdag. In the debates both advocates and opponents to privatized customs were heard.

The purpose of this article was to analyse the debate about the introduction and dissol-
ving of the General Customs Lease Company in Sweden, encompassing the period 1723–
65. According to previous research, the constitutional setting in Sweden in the eighteenth
century, and a well-functioning top-down government bureaucracy, favoured a customs
organization within the state administration.62 Nonetheless, Sweden chose to privatize
the customs service in 1726, raising the question of how the General Customs Lease
Company in Sweden can be explained. What arguments were heard in favour of this
new organization, and also, how does the Swedish example fit into the two paths of devel-
opment represented by France and England, discussed above?

A case can be made for Sweden to encompass a trajectory including elements from both
France and England, but also comprising perceptions on how to organize the customs
service, drawing on experiences from earlier periods in Swedish history, making the
Swedish example a sort of a ‘middle way’.

The introduction of the Customs Company in 1726 is foremost explained by the weak
powers of the Swedish Riksdag in the 1720s. The Riksdag was not weak in the sense of a
political arena, which certainly had been able to gain ground after 1718. Rather, it was
weak in the sense of being an enforcer of public policy and proponent of the common
good; here the bureaucracy held the upper hand and it could enforce the introduction
of the Customs Company, even if the estates quarrelled about its organization. Thus,
the introduction of the Customs Company in 1726 appears to be a product of forces
within the state administration, hypothetically promoting their own positions and possi-
bilities to make profits on the arrangement.

A further explanation to the swift acceptance by the Riksdag of the lease contract is the
type of lease adapted in 1726. The Customs Company consisted of 5,000 tickets, bought by

60The fourth estate in the Swedish Riksdag, the peasantry, did not discuss the matter at any length.
61M. Hallenberg and M. Linnarsson, ‘Vem tar bäst hand om det allmänna? Politiska konflikter om privata och offentliga
utförare 1720–1860’, Historisk tidskrift 136, (2016), pp. 59–62; Linnarsson, Problemet med vinster, pp. 238–9.

62For example, North and Weingast, ‘Constitutions and Commitment’; Fukuyama, The Origins of Political Order.
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multiple shareholders. The company thereby came to include broad parts of the burghers
and the nobility, disarming ensuing opposition to tax farming. No individual could here-
after make a personal large profit on the General Customs Lease Company; the enrich-
ment was distributed amongst more people, it was claimed.

Another explanation to the introduction is the all-present shortage of money in the
coffers of the crown. Supported by the state administration, many parliamentarians
argued that farming out the customs revenue was to be a fast track to increased state
income. This confirms the intense focus on financial questions and issues in the political
aftermath to the era of Carolinian absolutism.63

There were two main arguments in favour of a customs lease in the 1720s. The first
emphasized a predictable and increased income to the state, something a farmed out
customs service was believed to guarantee. The second argument was that private
customs collectors would be more efficient than state servants. The private personnel
would therefore be better to counteract the widespread fraud and scams at the customs
clearance. Thus, the debate in the Riksdag confirms that privatized customs were a
viable alternative for parliamentarians and state officials in the 1700s, and it should not
be condemned as out-dated compared to modern standards.

The dissolution of the Customs Company, on the other hand, is explained by the
increased powers gained by the Riksdag in the 1760s. The Riksdag could draw upon five
decades of proto-parliamentarian rule in Sweden, and to a larger extent enforce their
decisions, than was the case in the 1720s. In 1765 the state administration could no
longer promote its own agenda about the organization of the customs. The politicians
were now in charge, and the ending of the Customs Company was foremost a political
decision. This also had to do with the changes in economic policy after 1765, when
new groups gained influence in the Riksdag, hence partly replacing the established elites.

A second explanation is a growing discontent against the private Customs Company. In
the 1750s and the 1760s, the Riksdag addressed a number of complaints, sent in from the
localities, against the Customs Company. Most of the complaints exposed malcontent
against the private customs officials. The tension between the private company and the
legitimacy and trust in public affairs had become an issue for the parliamentarians, and
in defence of the common good, and the legitimacy of the crown, the Customs
Company was dissolved.64

Two arguments dominated the debate about the dissolving of the Customs Company.
The first focused on the alleged large profits made by the partakers in the Company. An
increase in customs income had been put forward as a reason to establish the Customs
Company in the 1720s. In the 1760s, though, the increased income was described as a
negative consequence. The second argument was connected to this critique of large
profits. According to the opponents of the Customs Company, self-interest had come
to dominate over the common good. According to the prevailing social order, this was
wrong, and the dissolution of the Customs Company, therefore, ensured that the
customs service in the future should be operated for the common good and in the best
interest of the taxpayers.

63Linnarsson, Problemet med vinster, pp. 73–7; See also, Karonen, ‘Coping with Peace after a Debacle’.
64Åmark, Sveriges statsfinanser, pp. 486–7; M. Ågren, ‘Another Process of State Formation: Swedish Customs Officials, Their
Work and Households’, Cultural and Social History 11, (2014), pp. 38–40.
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Conclusion

In conclusion, the Swedish General Customs Lease Company both confirms and contra-
dicts the paths of development shown in France and England. The expansion of represen-
tative institutions in Sweden indeed counteracted the use of private companies, inasmuch
as the Riksdag dissolved the Customs Company in 1765. This was part of a new political
direction, implemented at the Riksdag in 1765–66, where the state administration gained
control over various operations and utilities that previously had been entrusted to private
agents.65 However, the Customs Company had continued for a period of 40 years, making
it one of the most long lasting private companies to handle state revenue in early modern
Sweden. During this period the Riksdag debated the future of the company on several
occasions, yet always concluded that it should continue its operation.

An explanation for this ambivalence against the private Customs Company is that the
Riksdag undeniably had gained powers, but at the same time it was comprised of the same
layers of the population that had interest in the company, therefore, limiting the critique to
minor details. However, the organization of the customs could not withstand the large pol-
itical upheavals in 1765, as much as an increased opposition against the large profits. In
accordance with the new economic policy, implemented at the Riksdag, the contract
with the private Customs Company was terminated and the state took over management
of the customs service in 1766.66

Lastly, some short remarks shall be made about the Swedish General Customs Lease
Company, compared to the French General Farms. Even if the Swedish Customs
Company was modelled on the French experience, the two organizations differ at impor-
tant points. It appears that the Swedish company did not have the same importance as
creditor to the Swedish crown, as the General Farms had to the French monarchy. This
probably had to do with other sources of revenue and incomes available to the Swedish
state. The Swedish kings, and the state leadership, were in the early modern period able
to access considerable amounts of revenue, most notably the direct taxes, based on own-
ership of land.67

Another difference, compared to France, is that the Swedish government retained a
greater part of the control over the Customs Company. As an example, the state was
one of the partakers in the company at various times, and the Swedish government was
always in charge of the tariffs.68 This most likely contributed to the surprisingly swift dis-
solving of the company in 1765. In France the government was not similarly involved in
the operation of the General Farms, therefore making the private entrepreneurs more
independent from the state administration and state leadership, making it possible to
establish their own power position as a collective.69

All in all, the Swedish General Customs Lease Company appears to have been an organ-
ization inbetween the organizational models chosen in France and England. The Swedish
General Customs Lease Company was indeed a semi-private organization; however, it was

65Brolin, Hattar och mössor i borgarståndet 1760–1766; Runefelt, Dygden som välståndets grund.
66See Linnarsson, Problemet med vinster.
67S. Dahlgren and K. Stadin, Från feodalism till kapitalism. Skatternas roll i det svenska samhällets omvandling 1720–1910
(Uppsala, 1990), pp. 11–13; K. Nilsson, The Money of Monarchs. The Importance of Non-Tax Revenue for Autocratic Rule
in Early Modern Sweden (Lund, 2017), pp. 205–207; cf. France in, Johnson, ‘Banking on the King’, p. 981.

68Linnarsson, Problemet med vinster, p. 63.
69Johnson, ‘Banking on the King’, p. 982.
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controlled by the state—and operated by private individuals. Therefore, the history of the
company between 1723 and 1765 exemplifies the use of private organizations for the oper-
ation of public services in Sweden in the early modern period. The arguments for and
against the private company reflect various positions in regard to private and public
organization, demonstrating that the Swedish General Customs Lease Company exempli-
fies a different model to France and England. A significant result of that is that there are
alternative histories to be told about the organization of revenue collection in early
modern Europe; Sweden proves to be a combination of the dominating lines of develop-
ment, previously discovered by scholars.
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